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We analyze the contact network of simulated two-dimensional granular packings in different states of
mechanical equilibrium obtained by tapping. We show that topological descriptors of the contact network
allow one to distinguish steady states of the same mean density obtained with different tap intensities. These
equal-density states were recently proven to be distinguishable through the mean force moment tensor. In
contrast, geometrical descriptors, such as radial distribution functions, bond order parameters, and Voronoi
cell distributions, can hardly discriminate among these states. We find that small-order loops of contacts—the
polygons of the network—are especially sensitive probes for the contact structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dense granular media in mechanical equilibrium constitute
a class of systems of deceptive simplicity. A paradigmatic
example of such systems is a bed of grains inside a container
which is subjected to vertical pulsed agitation, allowing the
grains to relax between successive excitations. By setting
the dimensionless vertical acceleration  of the shaking, the
system can explore a variety of configurations of mechanical
equilibrium and reach a final steady state. This situation
has been widely studied; experimentally [1–4], by means of
simulations [5–7], and theoretically [8]. Ideally, we would
like to understand the macroscopic or collective properties of
the steady state of the material in terms of an ensemble of
microscopic states (configurations), in analogy with the way
in which we understand thermodynamics in terms of statistical
mechanics.
A statistical description of this type was put forward
by Edwards and Oakeshott [8] using solely the number of
grains N and the volume V of the pack (or, equivalently, the
packing fraction φ) to characterize the microscopic states. This
framework has been developed by several authors [9–12] over
the years and has been shown to be useful to explain distinctive
features of granular media. Despite the functionality of this
idea, it has been recently suggested that the so-called N V
ensemble should be extended to take into account the stress
propagation in the system to achieve a complete description of
a granular packing [13–18].
On the other hand, recent experiments and simulations
[6,19] have shown that the packing fraction φ is not a
monotonic function of the excitation intensity. Instead, a
minimum packing fraction φmin is achieved at a certain value
min . Beyond this value the packing fraction increases again.
It has been shown [20] that this behavior is observed in
both in two and three dimensions using hard sphere models
with various simulation techniques and soft frictional spheres
1539-3755/2013/87(2)/022203(9)

simulated by discrete-element methods. This nonmonotonic
behavior implies that steady states with equal average packing
fractions can be reached with very different tap intensities.
Then the question of whether or not these states are statistically
equivalent naturally arises. This question has been thoroughly
studied by means of simulations in Refs. [6,7] where it is
found that a measure of the stress inside the system—the force
moment tensor —increases monotonically for the whole
range of intensities considered. Hence, it is concluded that
states at the two sides of the minimum are not equivalent, and
that  is a suitable candidate to complete the description of
the equilibrium magnitudes that represent a granular system at
the macroscopic level.
Provided that  is shown to distinguish steady states of
equal φ, one would like to explore what other descriptors
of the granular packing would display such sensitivity to
changes in the configurations which are not discernible by φ.
Since the external stress applied to the system is equilibrated
exclusively by contacts, it seems reasonable that the properties
of the contact network may carry some of the key information
contained in . We can then use the concepts and tools
of complex networks [21] to analyze the properties of the
contact structure. This will be used to evaluate whether there
is any network property that allows a clear distinction between
states with the same φ. At this point, let us note that any
static granular system can be considered in terms of nodes
(the grains) and edges (the contacts between grains). This
approach has been recently applied to address a wide variety
of granular phenomena such as tapping [22], porosity [23],
force distribution [24], rheology [25], signal propagation [26],
and the jamming transition [27].
The aim of the present work is to characterize the contact
networks of the different steady states of packings generated
by tapping. On the one hand, we will show that it is not
possible to clearly uncover the differences between steady
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states of equal packing fraction using standard geometrical
characterizations such as the pair correlation function and
Voronoi cell distribution. Nevertheless, we will demonstrate
that states with the same volume obtained with different tap
intensities exhibit discernible contact structures, rendering
them nonequivalent.

II. SIMULATION AND TAPPING PROTOCOL

We use soft-particle molecular dynamics simulations in
two dimensions (2D), in which static friction is implemented
through the usual Cundall-Strack model [28]. The details
of the implementation have been described elsewhere [29],
and in the following we give the values of the interaction
parameters used in the present work. The friction coefficient
is μ = 0.5, stiffness in the normal direction of the contact
kn = 105 (mg/d),√damping parameter in the normal direction γn = 300(m g/d), stiffness in the tangential direction
ks = 27 kn , and damping parameter in the tangential direction
√
γs = √
200(m g/d). The integration time step is set to δ =
10−4 d/g. The confining box (13.39d wide and infinitely
high) contains N = 512 monosized disks. Units are reduced
with the diameter of the disks d, the disk mass m, and
the acceleration of gravity g. Additional simulations for two
different stiffnesses were run, with values 2kn and kn /2.
Tapping is simulated by moving the confining box in
the vertical direction following a half sine wave trajectory
{A sin(2π νt)[1 − (2π νt − π )]}. The excitation is applied
with a constant frequency ν = π/2(g/d)1/2 , and hence it
is solely controlled through the amplitude A. The tap is
characterized by the dimensionless parameter  = A(2π ν)2 /g
although we would like to note that other parameters (like the
dimensionless energy supplied to the system [30]) have been
reported to be more suitable. In order to decide when the
system has reached mechanical equilibrium, we implement a
robust criterion based on the stability of particle contacts [29].
Then the packing fraction is calculated and a new tap is applied
to the sample. The packing fraction was calculated in a slab
of the bed that covers 50% of the height of the column and
is centered on the center of mass of the system. Averages
were taken over 500 taps (configurations) after we ensured
that the system has reached a steady state for each value of .
In particular, we discard the 500 initial configurations in order
to avoid any transient. By assuming that the values for the
packing fraction obtained at each tap are normally distributed,
we estimate the uncertainty of the mean packing fraction by
calculating the upper and lower limits for a 95% confidence
interval (we will apply the same criterion for all the magnitudes
introduced in the next sections). Using this protocol, we obtain
the curve of the mean packing fraction φ in the steady state
as a function of  (Fig. 1). At low values of , increasing the
intensity of the taps leads to a decrease in the packing fraction.
Then, beyond a certain value min , this tendency is reversed
and the density increases again up to values slightly below
the ones obtained at low excitations. This qualitative behavior
is independent of the frequency ν of the taps, although the
position of the minimum is shifted to higher values of  when
ν is increased [7].

FIG. 1. Mean packing fraction φ of the steady states as a function
of the tap intensity . The horizontal lines join the states of same
density to be compared in Secs. III and IV. The dashed line is a guide
to the eye.
III. GEOMETRICAL DESCRIPTORS

It is usual to assume that the geometrical arrangement of the
grains determines—at least at first order—the effective macroscopic properties of any heterogeneous material. However, the
fact that different steady states may display the same values of
packing fraction suggests the need for a quantification of the
extent to which these states are truly different. One possibility
to distinguish between states of equal packing fractions is to
assess the density fluctuations. Although subtle differences
were revealed in a previous work [7], these are difficult
to observe unless a rather large collection of independent
repetitions of the experiments is available.
In this section we explore whether there are other structural
descriptors that can distinguish between two steady states of
equal density in a clearer way than volume fluctuations. In this
direction, it becomes natural to explore the pair correlation
function [31] g(r), corresponding to states of comparable
packing fraction but obtained at very different tap amplitudes
(Fig. 2). We choose a pair of states (indicated by horizontal
lines in Fig. 1): one with a relatively high density (pair A,
φ  0.84) and the other with low density (pair B, φ  0.81). In
all cases, the correlation function presents well-defined peaks,
which is a clear indication of the high degree of positional

FIG. 2. (Color online) Pair correlation functions of the four states
compared in the main text. The two states at higher density present
sharper peaks, while the two states at lower density display more
attenuated signals. However, it is not possible to distinguish between
states of equal density.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Size distribution of the area (normalized
by the disk area) of the Voronoi cells for the four states compared
in the text. All the distributions are very similar. It is possible to
discriminate only states at high density from those at low density by
looking at the height of the main peak, which is larger for the former.

ordering present in the system [32]. Indeed, the higher the
packing fraction, the sharper the peaks in the distribution,
which indicates an increase of the order in the sample as φ
increases. In addition, when comparing the states with the
same density, it is realized that the peaks are notably enhanced
for the states obtained with lower . This suggests a difference
in the packing structure of states that display the same value
of φ. The combination of both effects (packing fraction and
tap intensity) leads to a curious result: the g(r) obtained
for  = 15.34 and  = 3.10 are virtually indistinguishable
although their packing fractions are different (φ  0.84 and
φ  0.81 respectively).
As we use monosize particles, the Voronoi tessellation
of the system obtained from the grain centers could be an
alternative indicator of the degree of ordering displayed by
the system at different tap amplitudes. This method has been
used as a tool to assess the structure of granular materials, in
both 2D and 3D [3,33]. In Fig. 3, we show the distribution
of areas (normalized by the disk area) of the tessellations
computed for the four states that we are comparing. In all
cases, the decay is exponential for large areas and the curves
show a high population of the minimum Voronoi cell at
v ∼ 1.09. This corresponds to the area of the Voronoi cell that
is assigned to a√disk in a perfect hexagonal packing of identical
grains vhex = 23 d 2 ≈ 1.0911. The height of this peak allows
for distinguishing between states of different density since
high-density, ordered structures present a bigger number of
hexagonal arrangements. However, the distributions for steady
states of equal density are nearly indistinguishable.
Provided that the main differences in these indicators
are usually related to the degree of hexagonal order and the
existence of defects (localized or distributed) we considered
the Ql order parameter proposed by Steinhardt et al. [34].
In particular, the value of Q6 has been demonstrated to be
a useful tool to describe order in hard-sphere systems [35].
Importantly, we will compute Q6 in two different ways. First,
as defined in Ref. [34] we consider as nearest neighbors any
pair of particles that are closer than a distance 1.2d. Then we
consider as nearest neighbors only those particles in contact.
We denote by Q6 the former quantity and Q∗6 the latter. Notice
that Q6 reflects the geometrical order whereas Q∗6 is related to

FIG. 4. Average value of the bond order parameter for nearest
neighbors Q6 , upper panels, and contacts Q∗6 , lower panels. (a) and
(b) show the mean value of the bond order parameter as a function of
the tap amplitude , and (c) and (d) as a function of the density φ. In
(c) and (d), the arrows indicate the direction of increasing .

properties of the contact network. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), the
average values of both Q6 and Q∗6 are shown as functions of
the tap intensity . Both Q6 and Q∗6 behave nonmonotonically
in resemblance to the behavior of the packing fraction (Fig. 1).
Nevertheless, some differences appear when the results
are plotted as functions of the packing fraction [Figs. 4(c)
and 4(d)]. When computed taking into account the actual
contacts (i.e., Q∗6 ), the bond order parameter suggests the
existence of two branches: the highest (lowest) corresponds
to the lowest (highest) values of . This means that the bond
order parameter might be the right descriptor to distinguish
between states at each side of the minimum density. However,
we cannot make a strong statement since the relative distance
between the branches in Q∗6 is only 1%, at most, and the
standard error is larger than this [see the error bars in Figs. 4(c)
and 4(d)]. In experiments, this minute variation could render
this measure useless as a method to distinguish steady states
of equal density. Interestingly, the two branches collapse into
a single curve if we compute the bond order parameter for
nearest neighbors Q6 . This is an indication that descriptors
based on contacts rather than purely geometrical arrangements
are more suitable to distinguish between steady states with
the same φ but obtained with different .
We have run additional simulations for two different stiffnesses of the disks. The results for the bond order parameter are
presented in Fig. 5 for disks with stiffness 2kn (stiff) and kn /2
(soft). The bond order parameters for nearest neighbors (Q6 )
and for contacts (Q∗6 ) as functions of tap intensity [Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b)] follow the same general trends, the only difference
being a displacement in the position of the minimum. This shift
of the position of the minimum Q6 is coincident with a shift in
the position min of the minimum packing fraction. The shift
is due to a change in the effective expansion of the granular
column during a tap (this is the ultimate effect of the excitation
through taps). Softer disks are more dissipative (have a lower
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. (Color online) Average value of the bond order parameter
for stiff (2kn ) and soft (kn /2) disks; nearest-neighbors Q6 (upper
panel) and contact Q∗6 (lower panel). (a) and (b) show the mean value
of the bond order parameter as a function of the tap amplitude 
(squares for stiff and triangles for soft disks), and (c) and (d) as a
function of the density φ (squares and closed arrows for stiff disks,
and triangles and open arrows for soft disks). In (c) and (d), the arrows
indicate the direction of increasing .

restitution coefficient for given γn ). Hence, softer disks require
stronger taps for the granular bed to expand enough to reach
the high-intensity regime where the packing fraction starts to
grow with tap intensity. For both stiff and soft disks, when the
bond order parameter is considered as a function of density
[Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)], there is a narrow gap between the two
branches for Q∗6 which is not present if one considers Q6 ,
as we observed before. The qualitative behavior of the bond
order parameters is therefore unaffected by the stiffness of the
disks.
Since the bond order parameter generally presents a
distribution with characteristic peaks for partially ordered
systems, we now focus on this distribution and compare two
equal-density pairs of states at each side of the minimum
density to see if any clear difference can be observed. In Fig. 6,
we show the distribution of Q6 and Q∗6 for these four states.
Clearly, this parameter is a poor indicator for distinguishing
between equal-density steady states. The two states at high
density and the two at low density are fairly paired for both
bond order parameters, especially in the region of intermediate
values, and at the peaks. At high values (Q6  0.75), the data
from the high and low tap intensities seem to slightly separate
(except at the peaks), yet it becomes difficult to infer a clear
systematic trend.
In summary, the bond order parameters Q6 and Q∗6 , the pair
correlation function g(r), and the size distribution of Voronoi
cells are parameters that subtly suggest that steady states with
the same φ but obtained with different tap intensities are,
indeed, different. Nevertheless, the differences displayed are
very small, which implies that none of these measurements
can be univocally used to differentiate the states.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Distribution of Q6 and Q∗6 for the four
states compared in the text. The signals appear paired for states of
equal density, without any salient feature allowing one to distinguish
between them.
IV. STRUCTURE OF THE CONTACT NETWORK

As we mentioned in the Introduction, steady states of equal
density at the two sides of the minimum density can be
distinguished by the force moment tensor. Hence, it seems
plausible that the properties of the contact network also allow
such a distinction. Indeed, the contact network carries a portion
of the information contained in the contact forces which is at
the heart of the stress tensor definition. A result that supports
this idea is that the bond order parameter based on actual
contacts (i.e., Q∗6 ) is more suitable to distinguish between
states of the same φ than the Q6 based on just first neighbors.
A natural approach to further explore the properties of the
contact network is to define a graph considering every contact
between particles as an edge and each grain as a node (Fig. 7).
Every grain representing a node in the network is equilibrated
by at least two contacts (edges), and the graph as a whole is
responsible for the transmission of stresses through the packing
[36]. Note that, due to gravity, in our samples there are no
rattlers, i.e., particles without any contact. The graphs are then
characterized by means of the following descriptors [37]: (a)
the mean shortest distance (or mean topological distance) l
between two given nodes measured by number of edges; (b)
the diameter D of the network, which is the largest topological
distance in the graph; and (c) the degree of the network k
which is equivalent to the average contact number per grain,
Z. Furthermore, we analyze the networks by measuring the
number of polygons: closed loops whose size is measured in
the number of contacts (or edges) (Fig. 7). In the following,
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FIG. 7. Part of one of the deposits analyzed. In dark gray, edges
joining the centers of grains in contact. The width of the edges
is proportional to the corresponding normal force. Different loops
(triangles, squares, pentagons, and hexagons) can be observed.

we term these empty closed loops simply as triangles, squares,
pentagons, and so on.
The role of polygons was originally introduced in [38]
where it was shown that odd loops are rigid due to the
frustration of rotations, playing an important role in the
rigidity of a granular sample. Following this argument,
triangles—the minimal polygonal structure—were proposed
as an order parameter to characterize the jamming transition
in an isotropically compressed granular packing [36]. Indeed,
while the number of triangles grows in the proximity of the
jamming point, the population of the other loops remains
constant or decreases [27]. This idea was also applied to
characterize the rheological properties of sheared granular
materials (see Ref. [25] and references therein), showing the
usefulness of this parameter to characterize the evolution of
the equilibrium states developed by a granular material under
external loads.
In Figs. 8(a)–8(c), we show the results of l, D, and k
for different values of the tap intensity . As with the packing
fraction in Fig. 1, all these descriptors have a nonmonotonic
dependence on . For tap intensities below min , l and
D grow as  is increased, indicating that the network is
becoming more disconnected. Correspondingly, k decreases
until the system reaches its minimum packing fraction around
  4.0. Beyond this point, the contact network recovers
connections (k increases), thus reducing l and D. The
importance of these topological parameters in characterizing
the spatial structure of the sample becomes more evident
from Figs. 8(d)–8(f) where the values of l, D, and k are
presented as functions of φ. In all these plots two branches
are distinguishable, each corresponding to a different side of
min . This implies that the topological descriptors are able to
distinguish between states with equal φ obtained at different
tap intensities. However, care should be taken as the relative
differences between different states with the same φ are very
small. Indeed, the greatest relative difference is about 5% (for
the case of k in the states with φ  0.84). The fact that the
resolution is very high in our numerical simulations becomes
key to differentiating the states with the same φ.

FIG. 8. Average shortest distance l, average diameter D, and
average connectivity k as functions of the tap intensity  (a)–(c),
and as functions of the mean packing fraction φ (d)–(f). The arrows
indicate the direction of increasing .

The number of loops (or polygons) in the network is
shown in Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8, the left (right) column shows
the average population of each type of motif as a function
of the tap intensity (packing fraction). Figures 9(a)–9(e)
reveal that, for low values of , small polygons—triangles
and squares—decrease in number as  increases and the
network becomes disordered and disconnected. Instead, big
polygons—pentagons and heptagons—become more numerous. For  > min this tendency is reversed and the number of
small (big) polygons increases (decreases) as the tap intensity
is augmented. Notably, hexagons behave in a peculiar way;
their population decreases monotonically with . Although
the decrease becomes attenuated for  > min , the monotonic
behavior of hexagons is a unique feature which has not
been observed in any other descriptor—either geometrical
or topological—considered so far. We speculate that this
particular behavior of the number of hexagons is strongly
related to the boundary effects. Most hexagons observed are
located near the vertical walls of the container (as exemplified
by Fig. 7). This phenomenon could be associated with the
special columnar arrangements of particles induced by the
walls [39–41]. However, we will not further pursue this issue
in this paper.
The behavior of the number of polygons within the network
can be easily linked to the results obtained for the other
topological properties. Indeed, increasing the number of small
polygons adds connectivity to the network. For example, if
we consider a group of three nodes connected through two
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Average shortest distance l, average
diameter D, and average connectivity k for stiff (squares) and
soft (triangles) disks, as functions of the tap intensity  (a)–(c),
and as functions of the mean packing fraction φ (d)–(f). The arrows
(closed for stiff disks, open for soft disks) indicate the direction of
increasing .

FIG. 9. The populations of polygons defined in the text as a
function of the tap intensity (a)–(e), and as a function of the
mean packing fraction (f)–(j). The arrows indicate the direction of
increasing . NT, NS, NP, NHx, and NHp indicate the numbers of
triangles, squares, pentagons, hexagons, and heptagons, respectively.

edges, the distance is l = 2 and the average connectivity
is k = 4/3. If a triangle is formed by adding one edge,
the distance reduces to l = 1 and the connectivity rises
to k = 2. For  < min , increasing  leads to a reduction
in the number of small polygons and, hence, the network
connectivity is reduced. For  > min , the behavior reverses,
with large polygons being divided into smaller ones by new
edges.

The population of polygons as a function of the density
[see Figs. 9(f)–9(j)] reveals —like the other topological
descriptors—the existence of two branches, one at each side of
the minimum. This behavior is especially clear for the cases
of triangles and hexagons. In brief, we can state that the branch
of higher  is characterized by a higher number of triangles and
a lower number of hexagons, in comparison with the branch
of lower .
We present the results of the topological measurements for
stiff and soft disks in Figs. 10 and 11. In Figs. 10(a)–10(c) the
shortest distance l, the diameter D, and the connectivity k
of the networks are plotted as functions of the tap intensity.
Figures 10(d)–10(f) display the same results as functions of
the density. As we can observe, despite the shift in , all the
conclusions drawn for the original stiffness are valid also for
softer and stiffer disks.
In Fig. 11 we show the results obtained for the populations
of polygons, as functions of the tap intensity [Figs. 11(a)–
11(e)] and as functions of the density [Figs. 11(f)–11(j)].
The observations highlighted previously remain unchanged for
the different stiffnesses. Hexagons remain the only polygons
whose population is monotonic in . The two branches in
Figs. 11(f)–11(j) appear well separated only for triangles and
hexagons. The loop in the population of pentagons remains
present. Interestingly, although the branches in the population
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TABLE I. Topological descriptors for two states of equal, high
packing fraction.

φ

2.411
0.840101

15.387
0.840053

Relative
change

l
D
k
NT
NS
NP
NH
NHp

16.923
47.034
3.319
85.122
114.758
51.128
49.218
24.762

16.697
46.104
3.496
131.510
128.046
50.686
40.430
22.766

−2%
−2%
+5%
+54%
+12%
−18%
−8%

and Table II for the pair B of steady states obtained with low
density. Focusing first on the pair with high density, we see
that the relative variation in l and D is about −2% (the state
obtained at higher  takes smaller values than the one obtained
at lower ). In accordance, the average connectivity for the
state at higher  increases by around 5%. The population of
polygons exhibits more significant variations: the number of
triangles rises by 54%, and that of squares by 12%. At the
same time, the number of hexagons decreases by 18% and that
of heptagons decreases by 8%. The population of pentagons
seems to remain fairly constant with a decrease of less than 1%.
These important changes in the population of polygons that just
imply minute changes in the connectivity can be understood as
follows. Converting a hexagon into four triangles requires the
introduction of three new links in the network (Fig. 7). Then, 9
hexagons may give rise to 36 triangles by just adding 27 links
which indeed implies an increase of k of around 0.1 (recall
that the network is composed of 512 particles). Naturally,
this is the simplest combination we can think of. Hexagons
can also give rise to squares, and we see that the number of
heptagons slightly decreases, thus contributing also to the rise
the populations of small polygons. In summary, the important
observation is that a slight change in the connectivity of the
network leads to dramatic changes in the number of polygons,
without having an impact on the density of the packing.
The differences in the pair B of steady states with low
density (Table II) show the same qualitative behavior, although
the relative changes are smaller due to the proximity of the
values of  used to obtain them. Again, the largest variations
FIG. 11. (Color online) The populations of polygons for stiff
(squares) and soft (triangles) disks as a function of the tap intensity
(a)–(e), and as a function of the mean packing fraction (f)–(j). The
arrows (closed for stiff disks, open for soft disks) indicate the direction
of increasing .

TABLE II. Topological descriptors for two states of equal, low
packing fraction.

of heptagons are rather collapsed for stiffnesses kn /2 and kn ,
a slight separation appears for the stiffest disks considered.
At this point, we may wonder which is the best topological
indicator to distinguish between two different states with
the same packing fraction. In order to answer this question,
we compare the two pairs of steady states of equal φ at each
side of the minimum density that were analyzed in Sec. III.
The topological indicators on these states are summarized in
Table I for the pair A of steady states obtained with high density,

l
D
k
NT
NS
NP
NH
NHp


φ
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3.110
0.808458
17.273
47.898
3.221
68.546
96.282
58.024
44.850
30.122

6.170
0.808433
17.288
47.854
3.255
77.826
96.012
60.468
43.188
29.89

Relative
change

+1%
+13%
+4%
−4%
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are observed in the populations of triangles and hexagons,
with an increase of 13% for the former and a decrease of 4%
for the latter. Thus, the population of polygons seems to be
a suitable topological property, as it is more sensitive than
other measurements to changes in the structure of the packing
or—as in this case—to distinguish between different states of
mechanical equilibrium.
V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the contact network structure of the steady
states reached by a granular layer when submitted to vertical
tapping. It has been recently shown [6] that the volume fraction
of the system is not a monotonic function of the tap amplitude
and that an extra variable is necessary to univocally identify
each steady state of the system [7].
In this work, we have shown that standard geometrical
measurements such as the pair correlation function or the
size distribution of Voronoi cells are unable to give a clear
distinction between states of equal packing fraction that are
known to differ in the average moment tensor. Thus, we have
implemented a series of topological measurements based on
the contact network of the resulting packings. This approach
allows us to distinguish between such different states.
We can understand the suitability of a topological approach
over any geometrical measurement based on the fact that
minute changes in the actual position of a single particle can
induce dramatic variations in the contact network as a whole.
The topology of the interparticle contacts univocally deter-
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